The Web is now evolving from information sharing to resource provisioning as the emerging Web services and Grid technologies are widely accepted and practiced. Soon the Web will be populated with abundant resources that can be accessed, shared and reused, which will inevitably lead to resource overflow. This chapter introduces a semantic-enabled, knowledge-based intelligent recommender system for Web resource discovery, selection and effective use. The system is based on a novel hybrid approach, which draws on the functionality of Semantic Web Services to represent, expose and discover available resources, and exploits domain knowledge to guide resource selection and use. We propose an integrated system architecture and describe the underpinning semantic-and knowledge-based recommending mechanisms. A number of technologies and tools are developed, and further applied to a real world application -the UK e-Science GEODISE project, to demonstrate the system's applicability and benefits.
Introduction

Background
The Web has made information sharing on a global scale become true. It is currently evolving towards the sharing and coordinated use of diverse resources for collaborative real-world problem solving where resources are referred to as capabilities, applications, storages, computation and knowledge, etc. This trend has led to the emergence of service-oriented computing architecture (SOA 1 ) and Grid technologies [1] . Web service technologies have been designed to wrap and expose resources and provide interoperability among diverse applications. Hereafter resource and service are used interchangeably in this paper. The Grid has been conceived to provide an enabling infrastructure for "flexible, secure and coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations" [2] . The convergence and combination of these technologies has seen the advent of Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF 2 ), which regards the Web/Grid as providing an extensible set of resources that virtual organizations can aggregate in a high-level of automation in various ways to solve domain specific problems.
With the wide acceptance of the SOA paradigm in real world applications such as e-Science [3] and the increasing population of Web resources, resource overflow is becoming an acute problem and leading to a number of core challenges for resource discovery and use. Firstly, users are spending more and more time to discover the "right" resources by sifting and filtering large-scale, distributed, heterogeneous resources. In particular, when a function can be performed by a number of resources, users have to decide which resource to be chosen. Given that Web resources are provided by different organizations and most probably in different models and terminologies, making such a decision is not an easy task. Secondly, real world applications are usually knowledge intensive. Problem solving requires dedicated domain knowledge and expertise. As different domains have different problems, each dependent on different aspects of domain-specific knowledge, it is hard, if not impossible, for a user to know every details for all Web resources provided by a third party in order to use them. Thirdly, problem solving is usually a dynamic process, the required resources often changes as the process proceeds. This means resource discovery should be context aware and dynamic.
Current resource discovery, selection and use are handled by a stack of Web service protocols, e.g. WSDL 3 , UDDI 4 and SOAP 5 . However, none of these standards defines the meaning of services and their parameters in a way that transcends the tendency of agents to use their own terms and frame of reference. These protocols also do not address the need of domain knowledge to coordinate the sequencing and execution of resources as part of some larger problem solving tasks. Some industry initiatives have been developed to address this issue, such as WSFL 6 , XLANG 7 and BPEL4WS 8 ; however, such initiatives generally focus on representing service compositions where the flow of the process and the bindings between the services are known a priori. For many real-world problems the knowledge required to select and coordinate the activity of available services is usually specific to the application domain. It is often the case that resource selection cannot be specified in advance of the execution of individual resources of the more global workflow specification. As such it is apparent that pre-defined service sequencing and binding is not sufficient in most real-world applications; domain knowledge needs to come into play.
We believe that an intelligent recommender system is indispensable for the success of the SOA computing paradigm. The system should provide context-based just-in-time recommendations of Web resources for concerned tasks and help make choices among recommended resources from all kinds of sources without the users needing to have sufficient personal experience of all these alternatives.
We argue that both semantic service descriptions and domain-specific knowledge-based decision support are essential ingredients for resource discovery and effective use in Web/Grid based applications. Matchmaking based on semantic service descriptions supports effective service discovery, seamless resource integration and reuse. Knowledge-based decisionmaking support systems can suggest what should be done next during a service composition process and which service should be chosen once a number of services are discovered. All decisions can be made dynamically by taking into consideration the problem characteristics, previous computation results and expected resources Furthermore, once a service is selected, knowledge support can be further provided for the configuration of that service. As such we contend that Web-based service-oriented applications, both e-commerce and e-Science, ought to exploit semantic service descriptions and domain knowledge in order to solve complex problems through automatic, seamless resource synthesis on the Web/Grid.
Related Work
Recommender systems have been widely advocated as a way of coping with the problem of information overload. Major recommendation techniques include the content based approach [4] , the collaborative filtering approach [5] , the hybrid approach [6] and a market-based approach [7] . These approaches help identify desirable information items or textual articles from web sites in one or another way, each with some advantages and disadvantages. As information overflow and resource overflow have a substantial different nature in the way that information and resources are created, published, stored, searched and used, we recognize that these techniques are enlightening and inspiring; but they are not directly applicable to and suitable for recommending Web resources.
The Semantic Web technologies [8] have been used to facilitate Web resource discovery and composition through the Semantic Web Service (SWS) initiatives such as OWL-S 9 and WSMO 10 [9] . SWSs provide more explicit and expressive descriptions for Web resources by means of ontologies, thus enabling content-based service discovery and composition based on semantic matchmaking [10, 11, 12, 13] . While this approach can retrieve multiple semantically compatible resources, it fails to identify which resource is the best for the work at hands. In the case of multiple choices of resources available for an individual task, resource selection can only be done manually.
In recent years, research on using recommender systems for Web resource discovery and use is emerging. In [14] , a resource recommendation system is developed based on the collaborative filtering approach. The system allows users to rate resources and provides facilities such as similarity computation, prediction and evolution algorithms for recommending resources. As the collaborative filtering approach the system inherits the "cold start" problem. In [15] , a conversational case-based recommender system is developed based on case-based reasoning. The system provides semantic descriptions for both problems and their solutions. Cases are problem and solution pairs. Problem descriptions are used for similarity computation. In 9 http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/ 10 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSMO/ essence, the system is underpinned by semantic metadata descriptions -an extension of the SWS approach with case based reasoning techniques.
Our approach is similar to the above practices in that it is also built upon the semantic metadata descriptions, but different in that it makes heavy use of domain knowledge for resource selection and configuration. We agree that semantic matchmaking is able to return coarse-grained resources that are semantically compatible with query criteria. However, as the selection and configuration of a resource for a specific task are usually dependent on rich nexuses of domain knowledge, semantic metadata is not enough because they do not model and incorporate sufficient fine-grained domain knowledge. Our approach uses AI techniques, i.e., rule based knowledge modeling and reasoning, for recommending Web resources.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces a system architecture for the proposed recommender system and briefly describes a use case for such an approach. Section 3 describes the resource discovery subsystem; and Section 4 discusses the resource selection sub-system. We describe the application of the approach in the context of the GEODISE 11 project in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6 by discussing some initial findings and possible future work.
The System Architecture
We propose a hybrid approach that combines semantic matchmaking and knowledge based decision support for resource discovery, selection and composition. The system architecture, as shown in Figure 1 , is functionally composed of three subsystems: Resource Discovery System, Resource Selection System and an application dependent resource consumption environment such as a Workflow Construction Environment. The Resource Discovery System aims to discover available resources on the Web/Grid for collaborative problem solving such as workflow specification. It uses semantically-enriched resource descriptions, to assist in the process of resource discovery via semantic matchmaking. Semantic matchmaking allows for automated search, enhances the interoperability of resources in heterogeneous environments and enables accurate resource discovery. This ability to exploit semantic resource descriptions facilitates the workflow specification process with respect to existing descriptions of Web/Grid resources. Detailed descriptions for resource discovery will be presented in Section 3.
However, discovering resources is only one aspect of a problem solving process. As in real life, for a given task multiple resources might be returned from semantic discovery processes and each of them can accomplish the task. To decide on which resource is selected for a specific task, deep domain knowledge is required in order to choose the most appropriate resource. The Resource Selection System intends to provide wellinformed advice and guidance with respect to the selection, sequencing and correct configuration of resources in the process of problem solving. It is built upon the approach of traditional knowledge based system, but adopts the latest Web-oriented knowledge management technologies such as ontological knowledge models and service-oriented knowledge provision. Detailed descriptions for resource selection will be given in Section 4.
Whilst resources on the Web/Grid could be consumed by any domain related applications, the most common way of using Web/Grid resources for problem solving is to compose resources into a workflow. Upon execution a workflow will produce a result for the corresponding problem. In this use case, the WCE consists of five graphical tools to assist workflow specification. Each of them presents relevant structures and information via a control panel. The Resource Query Interface is an ontology-driven front-end graphical user interface. It is used to specify query criteria for resource discovery. Discovered resources from a search process are displayed in the Discovered Resource Browser. The Workflow Editor is a resource composition workspace with a number of editing functions such as Add, Delete, Connect, etc. Users can choose resources from the Discovered Resource Browser and edit it in the Workflow Editor based on the advice given for a particular workflow composition.
The novelty of the architecture lies in the exploitation of domain-specific knowledge for resource selection and use. These knowledge bases consist of concepts, axioms and rules captured through knowledge acquisition, which formally conceptualize the target domain and resource knowledge. Advice services are actually knowledge-based systems that are implemented as Web services [16] such as the Service Composition and Selection Advice Services. They provide advice based on service requests. Users can obtain advice in two ways. First, a user may request advice according to his/her epistemic needs and requirements during the work-flow construction process. Secondly, a software agent can be used to monitor the service composition process as it unfolds, and provide advice and/or recommendations along the way. To be context aware, both approaches will collect process states and resource parameters at the particular time point when advice is requested. A component called State Monitor is used to monitor the progress of resource composition process and capture all relevant states. These states are then fed into the reasoning engine to retrieve context-sensitive advice as with traditional knowledge-based systems. Advice can be provided at multiple levels of granularity, for example the process level -what to do next, and the resource level -which resource should be used, dependent on the availability of knowledge in the underlying knowledge bases. 
The Resource Discovery System
Web/Grid resources refer to not only information but also assets (data storage and specialized experimental facilities), capabilities (computational systems) and knowledge (recommendation and advice). Such resources are geographically distributed in heterogeneous platforms, environments and often in different formats and interfaces. To enable their sharing and interoperability, they are currently modeled as Web/Grid services, which are described in WSDL, published through UDDI and invoked by SOAP. However, all these technologies provide limited support for resource metadata and semantics. For example, WSDL uses XML 12 to describe ser-vices as a set of endpoints operating on messages. The implementation of WSDL during service design is usually more concerned with the signature of a service, i.e. the identifiers of the service and its parameters. Based on this description, it is usually impossible for software agents to figure out the precise meaning of a service's identifiers and functionalities provided by the service. The lack of semantics in the abstract functionality description of the service, i.e. the capabilities of the service, makes it difficult for machines to discover and use the service at the right time.
The Resource Discovery System aims to leverage the emerging ontology and metadata infrastructure found in the semantic web community to work with heterogeneous resources across multiple domains so as to facilitate accurate and automatic resource discovery and enhance interoperability of resource use. It consists of a number of components, which interact with each other and operate in coordination. Details are described below.
Managing Resources' Semantic Descriptions
Modeling metadata and context with ontologies
Ontologies are explicit shared specifications of conceptualizations in a problem domain. They contain commonly agreed knowledge structures, i.e. domain concepts and the relations among them, and also shared terminology for describing these knowledge structures. The Domain Ontologies and Resource Ontology component contains domain ontologies and resource ontology, which capture and formally model metadata of Web/Grid resources and the concepts related to the domain in which these resources operate. Domain ontologies provide the context in which metadata can be interpreted by both humans and machines whereas the resource ontology provides a conceptual model for describing resources by which semantic resource descriptions can be generated.
The resource ontology is based on OWL-S upper ontology that partitions a semantic description of a Web/Grid service into three components: the Service Profile, Process Model and Grounding. The Service Profile describes what a service does by specifying its inputs, outputs, preconditions, effects and other properties. The Process Model describes how a service works; each service is either an Atomic Process that is executed directly or a Composite Process that is a combination of other sub-processes. The Grounding contains the details of how an agent can access a service by specifying the details of the communication protocol, i.e. the parameters to be used in the protocol and the serialization techniques to be employed for the communication. OWL-S allows the definition of classes of related services and can establish links to other concepts that describe specific service types and their properties. This makes service discovery much easier in terms of the built-in links, thus facilitating resource reuse.
Ontologies are developed through ontological engineering and exposed through the Ontology Services component. The Ontology Services provide complete access to any OWL ontologies available over the Internet. Users can perform common ontological operations, such as subsumption checking, class and/or property retrieval and navigation of concept hierarchies through a set of ontology service APIs in conjunction with an ontology reasoner such as the FaCT reasoner [17] .
Generating resources' semantic descriptions
Ontology-based metadata models are conceptual templates. To generate semantic descriptions for a resource, it is necessary to bind metadata models with the concrete information of the concerned resources. This incurs two tasks -metadata collection and metadata instantiation with metadata models (ontologies). Two approaches are identified for capturing resources' metadata: the human-centered approach and information extraction based approach. In the first approach, a person (either a resource provider or a domain expert or a knowledge engineer) analyzes resource domain, obtains all metadata values and prepares them in accordance with the metadata model. This approach requires that the person should have domain background knowledge. The latter approach is to extract metadata values using information extraction techniques. It tries to acquire metadata automatically by parsing and recognizing designated entities and their values. The problems with this approach are that different resource providers may use different terminology for their resources. An information extraction algorithm that works for one domain may not work for others. Furthermore, some resources, in particular those legacy resources, may not have enough information.
Semantic descriptions can be generated through metadata instantiation and semantic enrichment. Metadata instantiation is to assign values to metadata, also known as binding semantic enrichment is to establish links between the services (concepts), metadata (properties) and metadata assignments (fillers). By following ontological links metadata and their assignment can be explicitly defined in terms of ontological concepts, properties, values and relations. These links allow both humans and machines to track down the exact meaning of metadata and their assignments based on the ontology -context model. This guarantees metadata can be interpreted unambiguously.
Semantic description representation
Semantic description representation needs to fulfill several requirements. First it should have appropriate expressive capabilities, thus being able to model and convey all explicit meaning of metadata without any ambiguity and fidelity loss. Second it should be easily distributed and accessed on the Web/Grid so that as many Web/Grid users as possible can get hold on it. Third semantic description representation should allow for high degree interoperability and machine understandability in order to facilitate semantic description processing and semantic consumption for end users' applications.
Many languages have been designed to express the ontology and semantic information. Among them, the most recent is the Web Ontology Language (OWL 13 ), which has evolved from RDF 14 to provide more expressive power. OWL is based on the knowledge representation formalism of Description Logic (DL), which gives OWL a solid foundation on which semantics can be explicitly expressed and reasoned. Which language to use for semantic description representation is actually a question of choice, depending on application characteristics, users' preferences and the way semantic description is used. For applications that involve large amount of ontological concepts, thus requiring consistency check and classification, OWL might be a better choice. OWL is also appropriate for applications that need description-logic based reasoning.
Semantic description Storage
So far we have not defined what exactly a resource's semantic description is in terms of formal metadata models and representation. In ontology terminology, the semantic description of a resource is the instance of the ontological concept of the resource. Alternatively we can say a resource's semantic description is the semantic description of the resource using metadata and context models. Concretely a resource's semantic description is a number of instantiated schema interconnected via ontological links with each schema filled of concrete values.
The Semantic Resource Description component is responsible for storing resources' semantic descriptions. There are different mechanisms for the storage of resources' semantic descriptions. The key issue is scalability with regards to the size of the repository, the response time, etc. Currently there are two mainstream technologies for semantic description storage, retrieval and reasoning, which are mainly categorized in terms of semantic description representation. The first one is based on the RDF formalism. Systems using this technology include Sesame [18] and 3Store [19] . The second one focuses on DL-based descriptions represented by OWL. Such systems include RACER [20] and Instance Store (IS) [17] . The common approach of these systems is to use database technologies for semantic instance indexing, search optimization, and semantic inference mechanisms for the classification of ontological concepts. By replacing reasoning over semantic description instances with reasoning against concepts and optimized database search, the retrieval and query performance can be significantly improved.
While further extensions and formal experiments and evaluations are needed for semantic repository technologies, nevertheless these systems, in particular, the 3Store and Instance Store, provide a starting point for semantic description management. Once again the development and/or the selection of semantic description repository technology would depend on the nature of the application and the use of semantic metadata.
Resource Discovery through Semantic Matchmaking
Once the Semantic Resource Description repositories are populated with semantic descriptions, resource consumers can make use of the semantic information for many purposes. The semantics-based search engine is responsible for providing consumption mechanisms and tools to facilitate the use of resources' semantic information. Generally speaking, semantic descriptions can be used in the following ways: Firstly consumers can browse and navigate resources (through the Discovered Resource Browser) in the repository in terms of semantic descriptions. Resources and metadata are classified into different categories when they are formally modeled using ontologies. By referencing the associated ontology users can obtain all resources under a specific resource category (a concept and/or a property) and their semantic metadata. These resources can be presented in a hierarchical structure that shows their inter-relations and also facilitates selection.
While it is desirable to construct a resource hierarchy for users to navigate and select the required resources, in reality it is not practically viable given that distributed resources on the Web/Grid are dynamically evolving and the size of the set of such resources could grow to thousands or millions. Therefore, the main usage of semantic descriptions is to support semanticsbased resource discovery.
Semantics-based search is different from traditional keyword-based search mechanism in that it is not based on textual parsing and statistical analysis, instead on meaning of resources' signatures and metadata. Given a semantic resource repository with all semantic resource descriptions as A (also known as Assertions in Description Logic (DL)) and all ontological service concepts as T (also known as Terminology in DL), for a retrieval query concept Q, the semantic matchmaking algorithm to retrieve the instances of Q can be described as follows:
a. use a DL terminology reasoner to compute the location of Q in the class hierarchy of service ontologies; b. compute the set of atomic concepts, denoted as SAT, in T subsumed by Q ; these are the equivalents and descendants of Q in T ; c. find the set of individuals, denoted as I1, in A that realise some concepts in SAT;
d. use the reasoner to check whether Q is equivalent to any atomic concept in T; if that is the case then I1will be the query results; e. otherwise, use the reasoner to compute the set of most specific atomic concepts, denoted as MSAT, in T subsuming Q; f. compute the set of individuals, denoted as I2, in A that realise every concept in MSAT; g. compute the set of individuals, denoted as I3, in which each individual belongs to I2, and is an instance of concept C, and C is subsumed by Q; h. return the union of I2 and I3 as the query results.
To perform semantics based resource discovery, users can specify the required resource's category that is equivalent to the concept of the service ontology and its properties that are actually the attribute-value pairs of the corresponding instantiated concept (using the Resource Query Interfacean ontology-driven graphical user interface). The underlying semantics enabled reasoners such as DL-based reasoner can then match the framed query specification with all instances of resources' semantic descriptions. The resources that have these semantic metadata will be discovered (displayed in the Discovered Resource Browser).
The use of semantic matchmaking has several benefits: Firstly, it increases the accuracy of resource discovery. Secondly it enhances interoperability as both resource providers and consumers can communicate and understand each other using the common terms. Finally ontology based modeling enables software agents and machines to understand and interpret semantic descriptions, thus facilitating automated and automatic processing.
Depending on the richness of knowledge captured through metadata modeling, semantic descriptions can be exploited to different extent for application specific purposes. An example is to use semantic descriptions for resource composition and aggregation. Resources can only be joined together to form a valid workflow when their interface semantics matches each other, i.e., one resource's inputs/outputs are semantically compatible with another resource's outputs/inputs. Based on the semantic matching of resource interface the Resource Discovery System can suggest all resources that fit into the workflow at a specific point during a workflow construction process. The recommendation can also be given at resource level for resource configuration such as what are the types and default values of a variable, what and where the alternative similar functions are and so on.
The extent to which semantic descriptions can be used for Web/Grid applications is dependant on how many semantic descriptions are available on the Web/Grid and how much knowledge the semantic descriptions hold. The more knowledge semantic descriptions hold, there will be more semantic description usage. The more semantic descriptions there are available on the Web/Grid, the closer it is for the Web/Grid to move to the socalled Semantic Web/Grid. To facilitate Web/Grid resource consumers to access and retrieve resources in terms of semantic description, APIs and tools are needed.
The Resource Selection System
Real world applications often involve discovering, selecting and aggregating distributed resources appropriately in a Problem Solving Environment (PSE). An example is to construct a workflow either manually or automatically (according to pre-configured criteria) to realize a particular experiment or series of business activities. In service-oriented computing paradigm, this process amounts to discovering services on the Web/Grid and composing those services into a workflow. Some domains such as a supermarket demand-supply chain have a fixed flow of process and stationery bindings between services. However, for most applications a workflow is both domain-specific and problem-dependent. The appropriate selection of services at each point in the workflow often depends on the results of executing the preceding steps. Moreover, the selection of a service from a set of competing services with similar capabilities is usually determined by the exact nature of the problem as well as the performances of the services available. As a result, it is not practical to specify, a priori, the precise sequence of steps for a problem goal. The successful selection, configuration and orchestration of component services into a valid workflow specification are heavily dependent on bodies of domain knowledge applied on the current runtime state of the system. Semantics based matchmaking assesses the potential fit of each service to a particular role in a workflow specification based on a resource's semantic descriptions. It enables a suitable reasoning engine to automatically retrieve services that match the required semantic descriptions. External agents can use the outcome of semantic discovery to select a service commensurate with their information processing goals. Often, however, such systems are limited with respect to the appropriate selection of services suited for a specific task or with respect to the appropriate configuration of service parameters. For example, in the domain of engineering design search and optimization there are over a hundred different optimization methods, each of which is geared to solving a specific type of engineering problem. Even with a single method, different configurations of control parameters may produce very different results. Knowledge about the correct method to choose in a particular situation as well as the appropriate configuration of method parameters is an important feature of expert-level performance and a vital ingredient of problem-solving success. Any system concerned with the appropriate selection of optimization methods, therefore requires access to an exquisitely detailed representation of the knowledge contingencies relating problem characteristics and design goals with the appropriate selection and configuration of available methods.
To facilitate service selection and configuration, we have proposed a knowledge-based Resource Selection System for resource selection. This approach builds on the classical model of knowledge-based decision support systems that make extensive use of domain knowledge. Therefore, it relies heavily on the techniques of knowledge engineering [21] . The development of knowledge-based systems usually involves (1) the identification of knowledge-intensive task areas, and the gaining of a detailed insight into the ways in which knowledge is used to yield favorable decision outcomes, (2) the elicitation or indirect acquisition of domain knowledge using knowledge acquisition (KA) techniques, (3) The modeling of human-level knowledge in formal, symbolic structures and the representation of that knowledge using a range of representational formalisms, (4) The use and reuse of knowledge in the knowledge-based system to meet the user requirements, and finally (5) The update and maintenance of both the formalized knowledge and knowledge-based systems.
In order to deploy and re-use knowledge-based resource selection systems for multiple applications in distributed environments, the system has been developed with three important innovations. Firstly, ontologies are used as knowledge models for capturing and representing knowledge. Second, ontologies are exploited to conceptualize knowledge systems with commonly accepted vocabulary, thus facilitating knowledge sharing and re-use. Third, knowledge based systems themselves are exposed as services within a service-oriented framework. The system is described in details below.
Resource Selection Framework
Traditionally, knowledge intensive systems are constructed anew for each knowledge project. There is often little reuse of existing knowledge structures and problem-solving elements. The reasons for this are legion, including the diversity of domain knowledge, the close coupling of domain knowledge with reasoning processes and the different terminologies and modeling views adopted by different users for a single domain. It is obvious that the exploitation of knowledge technologies on the Web/Grid requires that these obstacles be successfully surmounted, an insight that has led to a variety of new tools, techniques and research agendas [22, 23, 24] .
Based on the above consideration we have developed a generic framework for knowledge-based resource selection that is intended to operate on the Web/Grid (see Figure 3 ) [16] . The system framework has three distinguishing features. The first is that it separates domain knowledge and reasoning functions into the Application Side and Knowledge Service Side respectively. The Application Side concerns with the acquisition, modeling (knowledge engineer's work) and usage (end users' requirements) of domain knowledge. Knowledge services on the Service Side provide reasoning mechanisms, recommendation representation and communication. This feature enables the effective re-use of domain-specific knowledge across different problem-solving contexts and the application of common reasoning processes to diverse domain-specific problems. Such an approach has many advantages in terms of ease of maintenance and re-use of knowledge components.
The second feature of the framework is its use of multiple layers. These layers enable the effective separation of reasoning, communication and representation components into the Inference, Communication and the Application Layers. The Application Layer uses domain ontologies from the Application Side to define an application-dependent state model. This model is then converted to a frame-like XML schema used as a placeholder for state variables. A state model contains the description of all possible factors that can potentially affect the recommender delivered by the knowledge service. It holds the state space of an application on the Application Side and uses the state information as the input to the reasoning engine in the Inference Layer. The Communication Layer deals with the transmission protocols and serialization of messages between the Application Side and the Knowledge Service Side, i.e. transmission of the XML schema of the state model and the state information requests. The Inference Layer provides a domain-independent inference capability via a rea-soning engine. The availability of a domain-specific knowledge base enables the reasoning engine to drive inferential processes that operate on the state information. The third feature regards its use of OWL for representing machine processable knowledge models on the Web. Not only are the state variables of an application denoted using ontology vocabularies, as discussed above, but also the axioms, facts and rules of the knowledge base are all formalized with respect to the shared repository of common terms. The use of ontology enables different users and machines to share and reuse conceptulisation of domain-specific knowledge. These features make the proposed resource selection system different from traditional standalone knowledgebased systems, and contribute to the interoperability requirement in a boarder computing environment on the Web/Grid.
The generic knowledge-based resource selection system is actually a web service, which operates as follows. The service user in the Application Side supplies domain knowledge, i.e. ontologies and knowledge bases. The knowledge service in the Knowledge Service Side creates the state model and corresponding XML schema. The state XML schema is passed onto the Application Side during knowledge service initialization. The State Model Writer in the Application Side monitors the progress of the application and collects relevant states to fill in the state XML schema. Whenever the application requests recommendation for resource selection, the state information in the state model, i.e. an instantiated XML schema, will be sent to the knowledge service. Once the state information of the application reaches the Knowledge Service Side, it will be parsed and converted to facts. The reasoning engine in the Inference Layer will reason against these facts to provide domain-specific, context-sensitive decision support. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed framework in the context of Engineering Design Search and Optimization (EDSO). In this scenario, the Application Side (the user) is concerned with recommendation on EDSO resource selection. Domain knowledge in this example application assumes the form of EDSO ontologies and knowledge-rich contingencies represented in a production rule-like format. The reasoning of the Inference Layer is based on Java Expert System Shell (JESS 15 ). Outside of this domain, the aforementioned system rationale is applicable to any area of domain, providing that a suitable characterization of the domain-specific knowledge is available.
State Panel Ontology
Knowledge engineers have recognized the importance of context in which domain experts act, i.e. an expert's experience only applies in the context of a real problem solving situation. Context can be modeled as a State Panel (SP) representing the environment's working memory. It should contain most key factors from which experts make their decisions. The SP ontology is designed using Protégé 16 where each concept is modeled as a class with slots that resemble its properties. Furthermore, some constraints can be applied on the slot so that they can only be assigned pre-declared values. The SP ontology captures three key elements that can be used to represent actionable knowledge: a) Users' skill and expertise level This state indicates whether a user is highly skilled and infers the appropriate level of recommendation to be given. Skill levels can be set as either "high", "medium" or "low" where in the first case, recommendation is not necessary. If it is the later case, then rigorous advice will be provided.
b) Resources
This state denotes returned resources discovered through semantic matchmaking. The type "Resource" is a general place holder that can be instantiated into different resource types. Which resource (optimization algorithms in this example) is selected to perform a certain task will depend on the recommendation from the recommender system based on problem characteristics, and resource performance.
c) Tasks
This state denotes the tasks that have already been accomplished. Users can obtain a job's running context based on executed tasks. The context will then be used for the Resource Selection System to decide resources for a specific task. The state is modeled as "depend_on" slot in the workflow task concept. The slot value is the instance of a workflow task. Figure 4 shows the visualization of the SP ontology in EDSO domain. As can be seen from the SP ontology, slots always take values from a predefined enumeration. For example, in the "workflow_task" concept, the "task_name" is constrained to a single selection from a list of symbols. The "available_resources" slot takes only multiple instances of Resource type, where the resource name is again constrained to an enumeration of declared symbols. This modeling feature guarantees that each symbol will be recognized and matched precisely in a reference engine, which we will describe later.
While the SP models context, i.e. the current situation, as the states at a specific time point, usually in a short-term memory (working memory), a rule base contains the long term memory of accumulated experience in form of production rules [25] . The rules are formulated in the form of the CLIPS 17 language which is then manipulated through a JESS rule engine. The basic elements of rules are concepts and pre-defined knowledge models upon which forward chain reasoning can be performed to infer a solution. In certain circumstances, recommendation can be actions that change the state panel so that forward chaining happens. An inference engine can use a rule base to generate a prioritized list of actions appropriate to the current situation based upon the condition of a state panel. 
Working Memory
We use frame-like schema to model facts, assertions and constraints. Table  1 lists several example templates defined in the context of EDSO using JESS. For example, a resource can be described using name, inputs, output, the task it can perform, the problems it is suitable and its performance. The "working memory", i.e. the state space at a particular time, is actually a set of instantiated templates representing the values of each state variable. When the knowledge-based system starts, a set of facts are asserted. Each of them conforms to its corresponding template. On overall they form a contextual state space or say, the "working memory". Table 2 lists some fact assertions of a working memory in the context of EDSO domain. For different domains, both the knowledge models and asserted facts may look different but the underlying approaches are same. While knowledge can be used for many purposes, the Resource Selection System focuses on suggesting what resource among a number of discovered resources should be used to perform the task at hands. Table 2 : Example asserted facts in the working memory … … f-6 (MAIN::resource (name "Genetic_algorithm") (input "population_num" "variable_num" "tolerance_") (output "objective_fun") (task "optimization") (problem "unstructured_system") (performance "good")) f-7 (MAIN::resource (name "Hill_climbing_algorithm") (input "variable_num" "tolerance_value") (output "objective_fun") (task "optimization") (problem "structured_system")(performance "good")) f-8 (MAIN::problem (name "aero_wing") (variableNo "8") (type "structured")) f-9 (MAIN::workflow_task (name "optimisation") (input nil) (output "avs_file") (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constrains "run time not very high")(dependance ) (usedResource "Genetic_algorithm")) f-10 (MAIN::workflow_task (name "analysis") (input "mesh_file" "fluent_jou_file") (output nil) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constrains nil) (dependance ) (usedResource "Hill_climbing_algorithm")) f-11 (MAIN::state_panel (finished_tasks "geometry") (user_skill_level "low") (available_resources "fluent_jou_file") (expected_output nil)) … …
Reasoning Strategies
In order for the Resource Selection System to provide knowledge based recommendation based on application context and available discovered resources, rules are needed. These rules encode domain knowledge about resources, tasks, problems and resource configuration. Table 3 shows a fragment of some rules in CLIPS in the context of EDSO. For example, rule1 claims that if the problem type is unstructured, and the "working memory" does not have the state "population_num", then eliminate the algorithm.
There are many reasoning mechanisms that have been used in rule-based knowledge systems. Here we simply describe an elimination strategy to demonstrate our recommendation approach. This strategy designs and deploys rules in a way that allows algorithms to be eliminated from the candidate list if any of its attributes conflicts to the problem characteristics as described in the state panel. After the elimination process, those remaining are algorithms that satisfy the current system state. The elimination strategy guarantees that any algorithm survived has a full compatibility to the problem characteristics indicated in the state panel. (not (state_panel (available_resources $?x "Genetic_algorithm" $?y))) ?algorithmID<-(algorithm(input $?a " population_num" $?b)) ?problemID<-(problem(type $?c "structured" $?d)) => (retract ?algorithmID) (printout t ?algorithmID " Retract this algorithm because it needs population_num as input, which is not available according to the state panel. " crlf)) (defrule rule2
(not (state_panel (available_resources $?x "Hill_climbing_algorithm" $?y))) ?algorithmID<-(workflow_task(input $?a "tolerance_value" $?b)) => (retract ?algorithmID) (printout t ?algorithmID " Retract this algorithm because it needs tolerance_value as input, which is not available according to the state panel. " crlf)) … … (defrule algorithm-answer-1 (declare (salience -10)) (algorithm (name ?n)) => (printout t "In term of this task, the algorithm recommended is: " ?n crlf)) Table 3 lists part of the rules coded in CLIPS. These rules are loaded into the JESS reasoning engine and their LHS are matched with the state panel and workflow task facts. The logic is quite simple: firstly, all algorithms are asserted into the working memory as possible candidates. Then for each available algorithm that is NOT satisfied with input declared available in the state panel fact, if there is an algorithm fact whose input prop-erty includes that resource, then this rule is fired with the action of retracting (eliminating) that algorithm from the working memory ("$?x " Genetic_algorithm" $?y" expresses a pattern that matches to a list of literals that include "Genetic_algorithm", $?x is a JESS expression of multifields). The default salience of rules is 0 which makes sure that these rules are checked first before checking rule "algorithm-answer-1", which has a lower salience of -10. After all the "retracting" rules have been checked (some of them may be executed), the "answer_rule" simply prints out all facts of algorithm that haven't been retracted yet. In other words, these algorithms are recommended according to the current resource availability. Table 4 shows the reasoning result when applying the fact list to the rule set in Table 3 . Table 4 : Reasoning result using elimination strategy
Facts
Reasoning results … … (MAIN::algorithm (name "Genetic_algorithm") (input "population_num" "variable_num") (output "objective_fun") (task "optimization") (problem "unstructured_system")(performance "good")) (MAIN::algorithm (name "Hill_climbing_algorithm") (input "variable_num" "tolerance_value") (output "objective_fun") (task "optimization") (problem "structured_system")(performance "good")) (MAIN::state_panel (finished_tasks "geometry") (user_skill_level "low") (available_resources "step_file" "gambit_jou_file") (expected_output nil)) … … 
A Ranking Algorithm for Resource Selection
Now that we have a set of recommended candidates (Tasks, Algorithms) to carry out in the next step of the workflow, a ranking mechanism can be applied to sort these candidates in the order of their suitability according to some pre-defined criteria. We adopted a method called Semantic Ranking (SR) which allows the user to assign different weights for a set of semantic attributes that are pre-defined in the resource ontology. The SR exploits weighting attributes specified in the ontology and apply them in calculating their Euclidean distance to an Ideal Candidate (IC). The IC can be a virtual candidate which does not exist, or it can be one of the recommended candidates that the engineers think the best for the context. The SR algorithm then calculates the Euclidean distance between the recommended candidate and the IC using the following formula:
Where n is the number of pre-defined weighting attributes. Ci is the ith weight value in the weighting attribute of the candidate C. In this way, each candidate can be assigned with a distance to the IC and be ranked higher if it is closer to the IC.
Recommending Resources for Workflow Construction
Engineering design search and optimization (EDSO) is the process whereby engineering modeling and analysis are exploited to yield improved designs. An EDSO process usually comprises many different tasks. Consider the design optimization of a typical aero-engine or wing. It is necessary (1) to specify the wing geometry in a parametric form which specifies the permitted operations and constraints for the optimisation process, (2) to generate a mesh for the problem, (3) decide which analysis code to use and carry out the analysis, (4) decide the optimisation schedule, and finally (5) execute the optimisation run coupled to the analysis code. Apparently a problem solving process in EDSO is a process of constructing and executing a workflow.
Grid enabled engineering design search and optimization (GEODISE) aims to aid engineers in the EDSO process by providing a range of Internet-accessible resources comprising a suite of design optimization and search tools, computation packages, data, analysis and knowledge resources. A desirable feature of GEODISE is that it allows for users to compose a suite of EDSO algorithms (Web/Grid resources) into a workflow, i.e. to create a design solution to a specific EDSO problem. To provide such a capability we have applied our approach and the corresponding framework in GEODISE . The detailed work is described below.
We have undertaken extensive knowledge and ontological engineering using CommonKADS methodology in the domain of EDSO. A substantial amount of domain knowledge has been acquired and modeled [26] . Figure  5 displays examples of EDSO tasks, optimization algorithms and the description of an individual algorithm.
Tasks
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Figure 5: Example representation of EDSO domain knowledge
We have developed a number of ontologies, including EDSO domain ontology, task ontology, SP ontology and the OWL-S based service ontology.
To facilitate the access and use of ontologies, we also developed ontology services to provide a set of Java APIs for common ontological operations. We have developed knowledge bases that characterize EDSO design process and relationships among tasks, resources and problem types, as can be seen in Table 1 .
Semantic-enabled Resource Discovery
We have implemented the Resource Discovery System and integrated it into GEODISE PSE to facilitate resource discovery. Figure 6 shows the deployment of GEODISE resource discovery system. As can be seen, the Server Side hosts the resource (function) ontologies, functions' semantic metadata (SMD) repository and a DL-based reasoning engine. The Client Side includes the script-based Matlab execution environment and the GEODISE Workflow Construction Environment (WCE). Client-side applications access and manipulate function's semantic descriptions through GEODISE SMD management middleware that comprises client-side tools, APIs and a number of SMD Management Web Services.
SMD Management Web Services are responsible for interacting with underlying SMD repositories, reasoning components and performing actions.
For instance, Query Service performs resource discovery based on semantic matchmaking. Applications can use either client-side tools such as Function Browser or Query GUI to explore Grid resources directly or APIs to build such functionality in their systems for more complex functions. In GEODISE, services are implemented using Apache Axis framework (http://ws.apache.org/axis). Client-side tools and APIs interact with knowledge services through KB Service Java Proxies that in turn communicate with knowledge services via SOAP messages. Further implementation details about Resource Discovery System can be found in [27] .
Knowledge-based Resource Selection
We have integrated both the Resource Discovery System and the Resource Selection System into GEODISE WCE for assisting workflow construction, as shown in Figure 7 . The left hand panel displays EDSO task hierarchy in the Ontology Concept Browser, which is driven by the task ontology. The right hand panel is the Component Editor. Its lower part is used to specify the properties of a resource required for the task; its upper part is used to search for such resources that match the semantic description defined in the lower part. Once a query is framed and fired, a list of reusable resources (components) will be discovered and displayed in the upper part of the right hand panel. Figure 6 : Resource discovery system deployment tion on resource selection. The knowledge-based recommender system has not yet been wrapped up as a set of resources. It currently runs as a standalone knowledge-based system, which is directly integrated with the WCE. Despite this difference from the architectural specification detailed in Section 2, the decision support provided for resource composition is the same.
Workflow Construction Using the Recommender System
A workflow specification represents a design solution to a specific EDSO problem. The general procedure for composing resources as a workflow using the WCE is described step by step below. This process is also illustrated in Figure 7 .
a) Load the EDSO task ontology via ontology services into the left hand panel. All EDSO tasks will be presented in a hierarchy in the Ontology Concept Browser.
To start a workflow construction process, users need to provide an initial description of the problem at hand, e.g. the problem type and its characteristics. The knowledge-based recommender system can then give advice on what to do first to solve the problem via the advice panel. Alternatively a static knowledge support system will suggest to users what should be done first. b) Select a suitable task by navigating the task hierarchy utilizing the initial advice, and drag and drop it into the Workflow Editor. A description form will appear in the Component Editor, which is used to describe the properties of the resource required for the task. c) Fill in the property values of the resource description form to frame semantic matchmaking expressions. Users can follow the ontological concept links from the semantic task description to define each property. For example, to define a mesh file for the objective function analysis task, the semantic link of the property "meshFile" will bring you to the "MeshFile" concept in the task ontology. Dragging and dropping the concept into the property's input area will in turn open a concept definition dialog box for users to input relevant values. This process is demonstrated by the red dashed arrows in Figure 7 .
Once query expressions are framed, users can use the semantic-based search engine (at the top of the Component Editor) to discover resources that can accomplish the task. Users can also partially specify the properties of a resource using the description form and then perform queries. Figure 7: Screenshots of workflow construction using recommender system d) Performing semantic matchmaking based resource discovery will return a number of qualified resources, which will be added into the WCE's working memory. Three operations will then follow: Firstly, the underlying knowledge-based Resource Selection System will reason against the rule base using these discovered resources along with the states of the WCE's working memory. The recommendation on which resource is the most appropriate is subsequently displayed in the knowledge advice panel. This advice guides users to select a suitable resource from the list of discovered resources. Secondly, an instance of the selected resource with embedded semantics will be added to the Workflow Editor. It will form a step of the workflow specified for the current problem. This is shown as a yellow box in Figure 7 . Finally, the property information of the selected resource, in particular, the input, effect and output parameters, will be added to the working memory of the WCE. These states are displayed in the State Monitor, and ready for further use by the recommender system. e) Each time a selected resource is added into a workflow, it will be configured using its semantic descriptions. The instantiated resource can then be archived in the repository. By collecting all the resources created for different problems a semantically-enriched knowledge base for problems and their corresponding workflows can be built over a period of time. This provides semantic content for a search engine to discover solutions, i.e. a workflow, for a problem based on semantic matchmaking in the future. f) After an arbitrary number of loops, i.e. selecting a task, performing semantic resource discovery, recommending the most suitable resource, resource configuration and composition, the user can construct a workflow that solves the specific problem. The generated workflow can be submitted to the underlying enactment engine where various resources will be bound together to form an executable. The executable will run in a domain specific execution environment. In GEODISE, the executable is a Matlab .m script and the execution environment is the Matlab environment [28] .
Conclusions
This paper has described an intelligent recommender system supporting dynamic, contextual Web resource discovery and selection for Web/Gridbased computing environments. A central feature of the system is the exploitation of semantic descriptions for resource discovery via semantic matchmaking and the intensive use of domain-specific knowledge for resource selection based on best practice knowledge and expertise. We have discussed the lifecycle of semantic resource descriptions and the mechanisms for dynamic resource discovery. We have elaborated an ontologyenabled, service-oriented framework for knowledge-based resource selection operating in the context of the technological infrastructure provided by Grid-computing platforms and the Semantic Web. Our approach to recommending Web resources co-opts traditional rule-based knowledge system engineering with the current state-of-the-art in semantic Web services technologies. The prototype system, developed to provide a concrete demonstration of our approach, exemplifies this close synergy and merger of previously disparate technologies, availing itself of both a knowledgebased decision support facility and exploitation of semantically-enriched resource descriptions in a single unitary environment. Such systems empower problem-solving agents to solve problems quickly and at low cost by exploiting available resources.
The importance of domain knowledge and expertise to problem-solving success is nowhere more apparent than in the field of e-Science. We have demonstrated the importance of the synergy of semantics and domain knowledge with respect to one aspect of expertise, namely the discovery, selection and configuration of resources as part of a workflow specification. The approach and the example prototype have both been developed in a specific application context, namely that of design search and optimization. While the full evaluation of this system awaits further investigation and user feedback, our initial results have been promising. This approach is applicable to other types of Web/Grid applications using the SOA computing metaphor.
